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In ICNAF Res. Doc. 7S/Xn/148 Lett and Lavigne (MS 1975 b) claim 
to have estimated mortalities for harp seals from catch per unit of 
effort data. Their basic assumption is that the catchability coefficient (q) 

I it! proportional to N where N is the stock size. The rnain conclusion 
ill the present paper is that Lett and La.vigne's basic assumption implies 
that the effort data can not give any informatior~ about mortalities in ac;ldition 
to the inlor mation one has froln the catch data alone. 

U, as assumed by Lett and Lavigne. 

(I) 

then 

(2) F = q. E = k· ~ 

where F is the hunting mortality and E the hunting effort. 
N (1-0 -(F+M) 
F+M 

Setting C = FN [N = is the me~n population size 

in the year in question as defined by Beverton and Holt (1957)] 
equation (Z) implies that 

£.. ~ k'£ or C = k· N . E 
N N N 

R Assull}ing that N is approximately constant from year to year (or that 

N in equation (1) is actually equal to N) this gives 
(3) C = kE or C/E = k 

which means that catch and catch per unit of effort is independent of 
stock size. It seems evident that if this is the case, the effort d~ta 
can not give any information ab9ut stock size or mortality. Even so, 
Lett and Lavigne (MS 1975 b) apparanUy have used effort data to estimate 
mortality by calcul"ting "effective effort" (E!N) and analysing data on 
catch per unit of "effective effortll, It therefore is necessary to go thrpugh 
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their p~per in Bome detail to .di8COVf!r what actulily has happened through 

~l the manipulations Lett and Lavigne have carried out. 

One problem in doing this is that gross errors occur in their basic input 

data. ( This is documented in Working Documents by T. BENJA1tId-N5EN, 

~. ULLTANG and T. 0R~TSLAND presented to the Special meeting of 

Scientific Advisers to Panel A (Seals), Ottawa, November 1975 and Bergen, 

Dece~ber 1975), and it is difficult to judge what effect these errors have 

had on the results without repeating all the calculations with corrected 

data. This problem, however. may be disregarded for the purpose of the 

present paper by assuming that the data used by Lett and Lavigne represent 

a hypothetical harp seal population. 

The first Buspecious feature of the method used by Lett and Lavigne is 

that a population size (or population index) had to be assumed for each of 

the different years in the period studied in order to use the effort data. 

The a •• umeq population sizes, shown in Fig. 8 of their first paper (Lett 

and Lavigne, 1975 a) are mainly based on a.erial surveys. Lett a{l.d Lavigne's 

"efiective effort" is given by E/N a,88UInea where Nassumed denotes the 

assumed population size. Equation (3) then gives 

(4) C/(E/N assumed) = k Na .. umed 

The catch per unit of "effective effortll therefore simply is proportional 

to the assumed stock size. 

In Fig. 4 of their paper (Lett and Lavigne. MS 1975 b) mortalities are 

estimated for the yearelasses 1951-1962 by regression of the logarithm 

of catch per unit of "effective effort" against age. 

Equa~ion (4) gives 

catch per unit "effective effort" in year t 

catch per unit "effective effort II in year t+l 
N assumed in year 

N assumed in ye.r .. 1 

If the catch and effort data had fitted the basic assumption in equation (1) 

the regressions in their Fig. 4 therefore simply would have given the 

mortalities iq.herent in the assum~d stock sizes. 

Thie, however, is not what their Fig. 4 gives because a series of 

manipulations were made with the"'-.effective effort" data before the 

regrea.ions were calculated. In order to discover what the regressions 

in their Fig. 4 really give the different step. in the manipulations must 

be looked at. 

In ~ig. 1 ip. Lett and LavigneiB paper (MS 1975 b) fishing mortalities from 

coaort analyst. (Lett and Lavigne, MS 1975 a) are plotted against "effective 

effor~lI. Lett and Lavigne conclud~aO&s figure that catchability had 

cha.nged from 1966 onwards and they explained this as result of the introduction 

of catcJ:1 quotas. The possil;>ility of a change in catchability from 1966 

onwart;1.s (a change in k in equation (J)).::an not be disregarded. but th, reasoft 

for the change can not be catch quota regulationa because overall quotas 
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limiting the ship's catches were not enforced until 1971. Further. to plot 

fiBhing mortalities from cohort analysis 

the best way to study possiule changes. 

a.gainst "effective effort" is not 

The results of the cohort analyei. 

depend completely on the assumed natural mortality (M:::: 0.21), and 

"effective effort!! depends completely on the assumed stock sizes which are 

based mainly on inconlplete aerial surveys, The simplest and safest way 

to check whether cat(;hability ch.nged in 1966 is to plot catch per unit of 

~£fort (not "effective effot'tll) against time. anu il is rather surprising that 

Lett a.nd l.avigne have not done this. Such a plot would both glve an idea of tht: 
I 

validity of their basic assumption (q :: k' "if or C/E = k) and show aJlY 

spesial change in 1966 or any othl~r year. 

In Fig. 1 in this paper C/E are plotted against year for the period 1952-

1970, the period covered in Lett and LQ.vigne1s Fig. I, using Lett and Lavigr. s 

catch and effort data. From this figure it may be concluded that perbaps 

C/E varies around a constant value. but t~e variations are rather wide. 

The figure further shows that there is no basia to distinguish the 1966-1970 

data from data for earlier years. 

In order to discover what Lett and Lavigne's Fig. 1 really means the ~¥,pectt'..: 

relation between effective effort (E/N d ) and fishing mortality from assume 

cohort analysis 

(5 ) F = cohort 
and 

(F) if C/E = k cohort 
C 

Ncohort 

must be studied. When 

(6) E/Nassumed = c 
k • 

Nassumed 

Na8sumed 

Ncohort 

(USing equation (J) 

we have 

(7) F cohort = k 

N asstlmed 

E/N 
assumed 

Therefore. if Ncohort and k were constant during the period studied 

one should expect a linear relation between F hand E/N d 
1) co art assume 

("effective effort"). Lett and Lavigne's Fig. 1 (MS 1975 b) shows that 

the data for the ye.rl 1966-1970 does not fit in with the data from earlier 

years in a linear regression. Aa explained above, there i8 no reason to 

suppose that k changed Significantly in 1966 (see Fig. 1 in this paper) which 

I) To be exact, N ho t and N d on the right side of equations co r assume 

(4) and (5) should be substituted by 

N = ~+M (I-e -(F+M)). However, 

N ••• umed 
N 

cohort 

N .nd N where cohort assumed 

Na~8umed may be set equal to 

'Ncohort 
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really is what Lett and Lavigne have suggested. The lack of fit in their 

Fig. 1 ,however. may easily be explained by a change in Na88um~d 
Ncohort 

Lett and Lavigne have not given data for Nas8umed or population inde;JJ:.e8 

in any of their papers, but these may easily be calculated from their Table 1. 

column a{effort) and column b(effective effort) {MS 1975 b}. The calculatfld 

population ~ndexe8 are given in Table I, column a, in this paper. 

In column b, are given Lett and Lavigne' 8 stock sizes of s'eals aged 1 and 

older from cohort analysis (MS 1975 a) and column c gives their population 

indexes (Nassumed) divided by Ncohort .. Colunm c shows that there is 

• systematic increase with time in Na.eurned. There is a particularly 

Ncohort 
abrupt change in this ratio around 1965. the val1,les for 1967-1970 lying on " 

much higher level than in earlier years. Erl'lation (4) shows that tbilJ will 

rnake F cohort too high. or lIeUective effort" too low in later years .1 

{.ompared with earlier years. 
N 

By changing either Naslumed or Ncohort 80 that the 
.... assumed 

ral.lO N 
cohort 

ia constant for the whole period, the point I in Lett and Lavigne! s Fig. 

(MS 1975 b) will show a much better fit to a straight line. This is illustrat~d 

in Fig. 2 in the present paper where Nassumed and thereby Lett and Lavil!,ne D 

"effective effort", has not been changed. but the Ncohort' and theljeby 

F h t' have been adjusted to make Na8sumed con8tant ( :;: 2) for the WhOle-
CO or 1'1 

( lll~ rt 

period. The figure shows that when this adjustment has been marle, th~re 

is no sign of a change in catchability in 1966. 

The conclusion of the above discussion must Le that the reiation between 

Lett and Lavigne's F h t and their "effective effort" (E/N d ) co or assume 

depends completely upon the ratio N diN ho t where N d allume co r aSlume 

b baled mainly on aerial Burveys and Neohort on the assumption that M:;: 0.21. 

On the basis of Fig:. 1 in their paper Lett and Lavigne (MS 1975 b) have 

adjusted the lI effective effort" for the period 1966-1970. On the ba,is of 

the discussion above and equation (7) it is easily seen that this is equivalent 

for to an adjustment of the N as 8umed' thus making Nassumed 

Ncohort 

theBe later years more dir<~clly .. omparable to the ratios for earlier years. 

In Table 1 in this paper is also gIven the ratios 
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resulting froP'l Lett and Lavignes adjustment of "effective effortl!. 

By this adjustment and the later "'adjustment for ice condition'sll 1) 

their "effective effort" is made approximately proportional to 

F cohort ( effective effort = k' F cohort) 

Therefore 

(8) c 
"effective cffort" 

= 1 
k 

c .. 
F cohort 

1 
K 

N 
cohort 

2) 

which me.ns that catch per unit of II effective effort" is proportional to stock 

size from cohort analysis. Lett and Lavigne. Fig. Z (MS 1975 b) is therefor.' 

only their Fig. 1 in another farm utaJt. adjustment of the 1966-1970 da.ta and 

"ildjuatment for ice conditions" which have the effect of reducing the varian· e 

oi,bout the line. But given equation (8) it follows that 

(C/" efiective effort") year il (el lIeIfective effort") year i + 1 .:: 

Neohort, year 
N yed.r iTl 

cohort, 

The mortalities estimated by Lett and Lavign~ (MS 1975 b) from the 

regreSSion linea in their Fig. 4. based on catcL per unit of '·eihctive 

effort" of a yearela8s in successive years, therefore simply are the 

mortal1ties in the cohort analysis with more or less random fluctuations 

generated by fluctuations in C/E around the constant k in equation (3) 

and fluctuations in the ratio N as Bumed / N cohort' 

The diacus.ion above may be summarized a8 (ollowa: 

~rom Lett and Lavigne' a basic relation. q:: k' ~ or C = kE, 

F cohort = k ii~r---
. cohort 

whatever values are chosen for starting stock size and natural mortality 

in the cohort analysis. The equation above is identical to 

F _k,N ,E 
cohort - N ho t 'N" co r 

(Lett and Lavigne's population index). 

where N is a IIdummy" variable 

k' N 

Ncohort 
iB constant U k is 

constant (variations in C/E around k were partly adjusted for by Lett and 

Lavigne's "adjustment for ic.e conditions") and if N is made proportional 

1) While the need for "adjustment for quotas" mainly renee IS that N d 
Ncohor changed during the period, the need for lIadjust.nent for aS8umt. 
ice conaitions" mainly reflecta that C/E is not constant b'll have a lot of 
variance. Whether this variance reflects ice conditions vr lIut is immatt:"rial 
in the context of the prfOsfOnt paper, and the lattf'r adjus 'llt"IH will not b~ 
discussed in any furth~r dt"tail here. 

2) A.'Ulin, to bfO exact, N h t should bf' .ubstitut~d by N h . HowevC'r. co or co urI 
assuming Ncohor/Ncohort to be approxlmal.·ly constant JrorJ\ year to 

year. this win only changfO thf' value of k. 
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to Ncohort (this was partly the effect of Lett and Lavigne's'adjuatment 

for quotas"). Then ci (E/N) will be proportional to N h t (E/N is their co or 

"effective effortll, which is also. "dummy" variable), and the mortalities 

from analysis of the C/(E/N) .. data will be the mort~itie8 from the cohort 

anaIy.ie. Theae are completely dependent on the value for natural mortality 

uBed in the cohort analyais. It is therefore not at all surprising that Lett ~nd 

Lavigne from analysis of their catch per unit of "effectlve effort" arrived 

at a value of M around 0.21 the value they assumed in cohort analysis. 

Summary 

1. The catch and effort data used by Lett and Lavigne indicate that their 

basic assumption, q = k' if or C/E'= k (catch per unit of effort 

independent of stock size). to 80me extent may be valid, but there are 

considerable variations in their catch per unit of effort. 

Z. Given their basic assumption, Lett and Lavigne's effort data can not givr

any neW information on mortalities and stock sizes. 

3. Their population indexes (N d in this paper) and [hereby their 
assume 

"effective effort" are only Iidummy" variables. Through t1 adju8tment 

for quota regulationa tl and "adju8tment for ice conditions" the "effectiveo 

effort" i8 made approximately proportional to stock size from 

cohort analY8i8. The mortalitie8 estimated by Lett and Lavigne from 

anjl].Y8is Qf their data. on catch per unit of "effective effort" therefore 

fluctuate around the mortalities given by the cohort analysis. These 

mortalities are complete~y dependent on the value of natural mortality 

a.sumed in the analysis. 
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Table 1. The reb.tion between a •• \UIled atock. sizes (population indexes) 
and stock abe. from cohaZ't analyeis given by Lett and Lavigne 
(MS 1975 &). 

Year 

1952 

1953 

1954 

1955 

1956 

1951 

1958 

1959 

1960 

1961 
1962 
1963 

1964 

1965 

1966 
1967 
1908 

1969 

1970 

Na88umed 

5.60 

5.40 

5.30 

5.08. 

4.90 

4.70 

4.60 

4.40 

4.21 

4.00 

3.90 

3.70 

3.50 

3.30 

3.20 

3.00 

2.80 

2.60 
2.40 

4.21 

3.92 

3.73 

3.49 

3.13 

2.89 

2.76 

2.42 

2.22 

1. 99 

1.92 

1.72 

1.52 

1.32 

1. 21 

1. 02 

0.92 

0.92 

0.82 

NaS8umed 
14'cohort 

1.33 

1. 38 

1.42 

1. 46 

1. 51 

1. 63 

1. 67 

1. 82 

1. 90 

2.01 

2.03 

2. 15 

2.30 

2.50 

2.64 (1. 13) 

2.94 (1.25) 

3.04 (1.20) 
2.83 (1.06) 

2.93 (1.34) 
1) Fieurea in. bracketa give N d / N ho t resulting from • a.8uzoe CQ r 

"adjultment for quota" (taken aa an adjustment of Naaaumed ). 
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Fleur. 1. Catch per unit of effort for the years 1952 - 1970 (catch ~d 
efrort data rrom Lett and Lavigne (MS 1975a, MS 1975b» 
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J'ipre 2. Adjusted rishing mortalities against Lett and 
Lavign~'s (MS 1975b) "errective errort" (ror further 
IRYolanati.on see text) 
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